My cheap cop-out notwithstanding, my conªdence that those results are not attributable to chance alone is a case of "standing on the shoulders of giants"; in this scenario, the giant is the brilliant English statistician and geneticist Sir Ronald Fisher. His contributions include the statistical methods that I and my students use to further our research on ICTs and development-without having to constantly reinvent the wheel.
In our introduction to the ªrst issue of Volume 3 of Information Technologies and International Development, both of us called on the ITID community to also make powerful use of past theories, methods, and results. We extolled the virtues of a "synthetic scholarship"-scholarship that combines past learnings and grounded practices with novel results and approaches to create a new and complex whole. In that editorial we called for such scholarship that was not only contextualized and founded in theory but also empirically analytical, cross-disciplinary, cumulative, comparative, aware of lessons from the past, and globally aware while locally engaged.
We are thrilled to enter into Volume 4 of ITID with a collection of eight research articles that exemplify to us these characteristics of synthetic scholarship; these articles demonstrate how our community of scholars and practitioners is growing. This issue, ably guest edited by Kentaro Toyama of Microsoft Research India, presents a best-of from the 2006 International Conference on Information and Communication Technologies and Development (ICTD), which was held earlier this year in Berkeley, California. When you read Toyama's introduction to the issue (which follows these words) you will be able to appreciate the seriousness with which he, his co-organizers, and his program committee members approached their encouragement and selection of the highest-quality research. With the second annual meeting soon upon us (December 15-16, 2007, in Bangalore, India) , ICTD has already proven itself as a ºagship conference. We, immodestly, hold out ITID as the corresponding ºagship journal and intend to continue our partnership with ICTD. There is no question that the conference and the journal share iii
